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About This Content

This DLC will add 'Leo Whitefang' as a playable character in the game.
He can also be unlocked by progressing through the game.
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Theres nothing new to say. Zuma is an old classic Popcap game that deserves all its praise, being unbelievably addictive, yet
brutally hard, it balances it surprisingly well, and if this was your childhood game like it was mine, it's well worth the nastalga to
pick up. But I recomend you get the sequil, possibly the best cassual game outside of Plants vs. Zombies.. This game nearly
broke me, I've never played a game less ready for Early Access than this. This game is in a pre-Alpha state. So many menus are
just place holders, your characters tongue is sticking out the side of his throat at all times, the AI is unable to find each other on
most of the maps and the list goes on and on. This game should be less than a dollar while in early access if the creators are
looking for a test bed for a completely broke game. I will eat my mouse cord if this game every reaches a "proper" release state.
For those of you with thin skin or weak consitutions, don't watch my review. DO NOT BUY in this state.

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=M9Cze4yvJ1s. You know all of those ♥♥♥♥♥♥ top-down shooter .IO games? Take
those, add satasfying, fast and dynamic mobility, make it look good graphicaly, include great sound design, as well as unique
and interesting weapons. While not too many people play the game, it certainly gives a great first impression. However, given
the basic concept of games like these, I honestly cannot see it really going anywhere, and I probably will not play it consistantly
for over a few days. Overall, I would most certainly recomend downloading this free game, and if you decide you like it, then
maybe get the DLC to support wherever the hell spas takes the game.. Wish there were less people who thought they were gods
at D -. It's a bad game, so first that suck and to conclude 2 euros for this demo it's very expansive.

Don't buy this "game". This is my favorite visual novel as of yet. I can't wait until the rest of the series becomes available in
english.. well first things first what i dont like, i dont like moening i like to look at the ups of the game so things i dont like.
somebody did mention about the curser and yes sometimes you cant see it it. also what is sometimes annoying is that you do get
bombarded with eniemes even in easy but you have a lot of health so i do see reasons.

now on to the good things. the timeing and the music is brillient love it so much. the lights and all of the textures are good. also
the moving around is smooth you dont jag around its a nice smooth movement.

things i would like them to add
i do see that they are going to add 4 or 5 more songs but i think for a £14 it should be a bit more than just 9 songs.
i did get it today though 22/06/2014 and it was on half price £7 so i got a good deal.
also if they could add custom spirets so instead of being that head phone thing maybe other types of headphones or diamond
shape or something.
so all in all as it is still in developmant probably about a 7/10 great game just needs a bit more work. ITS SO ♥♥♥♥ING
AWESOME!
Interesting missions
Charismatic characters
Awesome gameplay where RPG, RTS are mixed,
Pretty good story for RTS.

However, there are some problems.
Game crushs sometimes
There is bad optimization in cutscenes for monitors with 16/9 resolution.
. Very addicting, very in depth game that takes alot of planning and thinking. Alot of fun playing this game. I think this is alot
better than Football Mogul 18. I just wish the graphics were alot better.. Not a bad puzzle game but too difficult and too random
for my liking. The levels are way too big and one mistake means you have to reload and do it all over again. I would probably
give it a 5\/10.
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Game is fun even for an old game but multi-player only works on lan not over the internet.. Very good. Never played such a
great game before!
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